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Forum speedier strikes out at controversial book

particular, "culture loaded" Many
of the assumed correct answers are
based on a white society's values.
He illustrated this point with the
example of one question. When a
white culture is asked what a policeman does, cneniigltt be expected to
answer "arrest people and protect
people," but someone living in a
different culture might have a different view of the police in view of
recent events. Poussaint also took
environment,
aim at the
beginning at conception. The authors according to Poussaint didn't

JAMES ROLLER
Dr. Ahrin Poussaint of Harvard
the second Rubbermaid Wooster
Forum Monday "Slight at McGaw
Chapel. Poossaint was here to address the controversial book The
Bell Curve by Charles Murray and
Richard Hemstein. The book has
caused debate nationwide because
the conclusions made based on IQ
tests. The Bell Curve studies the
reasons behind black people scoring lower than white people on several types of aptioxJe tests. Poossaint
used a several pronged attack to
show that both the methods used in
such a conclusions and the motiva-tk-n
for writing them were biased.
The Bell Curve is based on several aptitude tests, including the
Scholastic Aptitude Test (now the
Scholastic Achievement Test) and
Wexkx IQ Test, on which black
people average lower than white
people (85 to 100). The conclusion
- theJmok draws is that whites are
superior toblacta in genetic malccnp.
Therefore, the white people make
up the cognitive upperclass, while
blacks are relegated to the cognitive
underclass. Other sources cited in

pre-testi-ng

ySce into consideration

AARON RUPERT

A new year of SGA began
Wednesdsy.as the first Senate General Assembly meeting convened in
Lowry 119 at 7. During the first
meeting, the SGA increased its membership, discussed an important
Greek issue, and discussed future
plans. SGA is also currently giving
students a chance to voice concerns
to the Trustees by accepting applications to Trustees Cornmittees.
SGA has been publicizing application-taking
for Trustee Committees on campus. This little known
duty of the SGA president gives the
students an important way of communicating with the Trustees about
student issues. In late October the

pre-nat- al

and

congenital influences. In many
black communities, families do not
care,
have the resources of al
as many white families do. Also, as
Poussaint said "Most of the IQ testing is done on children when they
are 8 years old." This brings the
pbMoby ERICBAKKEN
.
early environment for children into
Dr. Ahrin Poossaint speaks at the Form on Monday
question. Therefore, children with
a strong learnmgeuvironment would
such
on
whites
(103)
than
higher
the book include studies on twins
tend to score higher.
was
that
erven
excuse
The
tests.
who were placed in different
Personal motivation was also at
Asian people had a higher aptitude
at birth, as well as adopal
Poossaint. He mm
tssoowilli
t
tion studies. Accwmngtothebook,
Curve
The
Bell
mat
indications
differed environments had little ef- were inferior in other areas. argu-me- nt was an attempt to promote white
. The basis for Poussaint's
fect on the intelligence (measured
was that IQ tests were created supremacy. After an entire book of
by IQ tests) of twins. However
white
culture for a white culin
a
special
Hernstem
took
Murray and
note of the fact that Asians scored ture. He called the Wexkr test in please see BELL CURVE, page 3
pre-nat-
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Elected
NICOLE COWARD
The selection process for the new
president of the College marched on
with the September 12 election of
four faculty representatives to the

Presidential Search Committee.
These faculty jepresentatives are Dr.
Richard Figgie of the German department; Dr. Joanne Frye of the
English department; Dr. Henry
Kreuzman of the Philosophy department; and Dr. Arnold Lewis of
the Art department.
This Tuesday the chairman of the
Search Ccnunittee, Jack Dowd, met
with me new faculty representatives.
According to Dowd, the role of the
faculty representatives, as well as
the other parts of the Search
--
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SGA Assembles

Feature

Friday, September 22, 1995

AMERICA'S OLDEST WEEKLY COLLEGE NEWSPAPER

Volume CXII, Issue 4

Trustees have their annual meeting.
The Trustees hold committee meetings on a varied range of topics, and
some of those comminre meetings
have student representatives. These
representatives do not have voting
power on the committee, but they
are, according to Emilie Durham,
President of SGA,- - "observers on
the committee and are encouraged
to participate." The cornmittees are
Admissions Policy. Development,
PrJigVHaPimen5oon,Bnilrimgsand
Grounds, and Finance.
ne'rebeDorham continued,

"and we kn.what is going on
(around Campus). This is a great
opportunity to give advice to the
Trustees."
Due to an oversight, applications

A&E
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STUDY OFF
CAMPUS!

have not been available at the Front
Desk of Lowry. The application
period will be extended to Monday
at 5.
During the Wednesday meeting,
the SGA first dealt with Letters of
Intent to be on the Senate. If there
are open seats on the senate, a person may submit a Letter of Intent,
stating that he or she would like to
be a Senator and hold the open seat
There was one open Freshman seat,
two open Junior seats, three open
Senior seats, and one open
seat. One Freshman, six Juniors,
and three Seniors submitted Letters
ofIntent. To confirm the candidates,
the Senate went into a meeting of
the Membership Committee, which
includes all the members of the Senate. The Membership Committee
meeting was closed to all but cur-At-Lar- ge

rent Senators and Cabinet The new
SGA .senators are. Freshman Rory
Harris, Juniors Andrew Weaver,
David Lasterand James Morris, and
Seniors Matt Queen, Leslie Potts,
Bob Barends. The candidates that
were not elected were Juniors Pete
DiNardo, Ryan Campbell and
Amanda Smith.
Some of the members were SG A
vets. Senator Queen, when asked
about what he would do to improve
SGA's performance, stated, MI already see a cohesion that I did not

see last year."
The first substantial resolution of
the year was brought before SGA.
Written by Senator James Hervey,
the resolution deals with the academic requirements for participa- -

Sports

page 8

INDIE LABEL
RELEASES
NEW
COMPILATION

please see SGA, page 2

ering wS vcMcntag of U canaV
datesi" With Dowd overseeing the
entire process, the Search Committee finding the candidates, and the
Trustees making the final derisions,
the search has become more stream-

lined.

Frye described the job of the faculty representative as finding "the
candidate who best fits the criteria
of the job description." Frye added
that the job description of the Presided stiUiieeds to be updated for the

new search.
Figgie. when asked what he is
personally looking for in a president
for Wooster, stated that the president should have, "qualities of leadership, a understanding of higher
education and its mission, executive ability and the tact and skill
necessary for dealing with many

different constituencies." Figgie
continued by saying that, "a college
is more complex and varied than
people geta picture of." When asked
about the students on the committee, he said, "they will be very use- -

please see FACULTY, page 2

Viewpoints
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FOOTBALL
THIS WEEK:
SCOTS
BEATEN, QB
SACKED

JOHN SEITZ TAKES
CAMPUS COUNCIL
TO TASK ON
CHARTERING
PROCESS
page 4

News Briefs
CAMPUS

SGA: SGA faaiingrneetings occurred
nvt witfl BTxV" nrpniTarirwrt tn rirtirmine how much money SGA should
gTT ttT fyrnTtWi Tha finance meeting- - where totals are voted on. IS
oext week.
CAMPUS COUNCIL: Campos Council met Ibis week and took up the
of assigning rnemberj to comminees and dealing with organiza-tiotwin
wnhont charters. Among those organizations still charteriess were
the Harsmbee House and the Women's Resource Censer.

Biology Professor Receives NIH p.
Grant for Genetics Research !r ;
Morgan furthers study of dismpted pwUin functions

M

NATIONAL
NEW YORK: Tbe AT&T Corporation announced Wednesday that it
would rfjfnnr iacll into three separate axspanies. The move was m
response to changes in technology and government legnlatno. Tbe three

f.npni
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WASHINGTON: The Senate debates cats in Student Loans. Senate
Republicans split today over how to cut student loan programs. Senator
Nancy Kassebaum of Kansas wants to charge coOeges and oniverxity 2

percent of the loans they issued. Tbe plans was balled by Republican

opposition in cccirninee, and is being reexamined. The House voted to
repel the national 55 MPH speed limit, allowing, if signed, states to set
speed hmin

INTERNATIONAL

MEGAN FLAl
Assistant professor of biology
William Morgan hasrecervedathree
year grant from the rotational Insti-

tutes of Healih (NIH) for $87,678.
This money win be used to farther
his research in the study of enzymes
which control the manner in which
ffif communicate with each other
and how they develop and specialize.
Morgan's research project, "Re-ver-se
Genetics of Novel C. elegaiu
Tyrosine Kinases," is an extension

of his

thesis at

post-doctor- al

Princeton. This research uses a
roundworm to study bow disrupted
protcin-tyrosiu-cl

inaifiifAnsjcan

as impaired jmrnnne system func
moved their heavy weapons from positions around Sarajevo. Doe to this tions and carcinogenesis.
move by the Bosnian Serbs, NATO planes will not be resuming bombing
Since PTKs are known to regular
attacks on them. Recently, land and air rootes into the city have been
opened. Bosnian and Croat forces have been driving rLe Bosnian Serbs
bow disruptions in these can
back in the north, pressing their advantage. Though heavy bombing has lead to abnormal developments.
stopped at Sarajevo, snipers are still present in the city.
Morgan is studying the roundworm
CAIRO: Egypthas discovered mass graves ofEajptiaaprisionersofwar,
because, yiiinsMjfc it is not as corn-ple- x
trflWI tor bnen' soldiers dnrmc the 1967 war. Tbe crave beU front 30 to 60
the hianan body, any know
people. Israeli Foreign Minister Shimon Ptr cs refused to comrntnt. he is in edgeas
gained can help reseat chtrs to
Cairo attaan crwrernsagPatr Bin self lc. President Mabacakcf Egypt
is calling for an savratigarirw and rwnishmrnt of those rrsponcblr.
system. Morgan believes that TH
UNITED NATIONS: At the UN General Assembly, China has amassed still have a basic understanding
of
enough votes to delete a proposal to give Taiwan reprr arntation in the UN what may be happening fjn the hufrom the agenda.
man body). C eletanx develop-BRUSSELS: NATO arnbaiiadors in Brussels apraoved a plan that BBCBtll phTOGOatSCSflaTO SUOllaVtO lh096
ontlinca membership requirements Cor formerly Communist European fCTld m faoEDatOS tfast CStt CSB96 CSO
coontxies that want to join the allianrr.. despite Russia's strong objections cer and impaired immune system
to NATO expansion. Poland, the Czech Republic, and Hungary are widely fiinctkai when they go awry.
considered to be the most Excly first new members. No rnnrtahlr. has been
Morgan lpea to"ttrideraand how
set for membership. President Yeltsin of Russia stated that he feels that organisms develop from a single
eastward expansion of NATO isfhrratming to Russia.
cell to a mold celled orani an." In
News briefs compiled by AARON RUPERT with information from order for bun to do this be
The New York Times

Student Government Association
continued from page

1

Next week is the SOA funding
meeting, therefore the next
time the 5
could consider the
resolution would be in two weeks.
"I want this considered," said
Hervey. "before it hurts another
group of students." Many Freshman
members expressed their concerned
that they would be voting on an
issue unmfonned, and Hervey and
the other senators agreed to submit
e.
it to the Educational Policy
The committee will release a
alto-cati-

tion in Greek letter organizations.
Participants in Greek Life currently
cannot be on academic probation.
Hervey's resolution is against the
policy. Tbe resolution introduced
Wednesday states that the SOA."in-struc- ts
the repreaematives of the

SGA with seats on the Campus
Council to advise the full council on
this Senaac's concerns regarding this
msaex." and to. "voie against the
com umanon of such requu'eiuents."
Many of the upperclassmAnrnem-ber- s
of the Senate knew the topic
well, and rose in support of the
"We are all adults here," said
Cameron Flint. Vice President for
Student Affairs, "if you want to
screw up your GPA, more power lo
you."
Senator Hervey, at first, wanted
reso-lutio- n.

to pass the resolution that night.

on

Com-mice-

report on the resolution in two weeks,
before the next SGA meeting.
The lack of experience of the First
year members is a very important
issue for the SGA cabinet. Durham
stated that they will be, "Worming
new members soon, by sending out
an informational packet or in an
informal anting." about the history
of SGA snd the history of issues on

campus.
Freshmen Senators are also
tfii yfijy own hw
Freshman Senator Maggie Odle
stated that, through conunittees, the
Freshman Senators hope to be, "informed before hand." about long
tunning tiny i on the campus.
The fir sin nan ar natois are also
organizing Odle said that the fresh-ma- n
Senators wanted "let the students know that we are open," She
also staled that the freshman sena-to-rs
are thinking of "Get together in
each of the dorms." to tell students,
"what our role is and whatever our
limitations are."
Other items on the adjenda included school spirit and unlicened
vendors. Durham stated her goals of
gettingapep band forthe Basketball
team, and getting a Spirit bus totak-mat-ter

gether togetstuderxtstoaway games.

.

better understandhow thecellscom-monicat- e.
Thus, Morgan will be
studying the proteins ba-I-? andita-1- 6
to deaffTnhift if they are important
in ttH signaling. .
.
"Ialsowanttofmdoutinoreabout
the aeries of events that take place m
the receptor cell once the proteins
inside have been waned m and the
events that have been set in motion." said Morgan. "I also want to
learn what happens in unregulated
cell division what the normal receptors tyy" abnormal and cause
tumors."
This research has been funded for
the past year by the Arnerican Can-cct Society (ACS), whichonly funds
projects for one year at a time. The
NIH will not only provide research
support but h will aljo allow Professor Morgan to buyan impunaut piece
of research erroipment. an inverted
niiczoscopesystem.Thiscquxnent
will allow the researchers access to
the specimens underthe microscope
in ways that are not possible with
the conventional microscope. This
is important to Professor Morgan's
work because his research requires

Ui

roundworms

him to injects small amdonts oftia-1- 5
or kift--1 6 into a singe cell within
the round wuun. Professor Morgan
belieirhat "getting rbe new equipment really opens up new areas of
my research and gives me more flexibility in conducting my expert
ments." Morgan also believes that
the inverted microscope will make
it possible for Wooster stndrnts to

,

cytologies! techniques. Access to
this sort of equipment is extremely
rare for undergraduate students at
smaller colleges.
This grant wul alsohelp rand summer research students for the next
three years. This past summer Morgan was assisted by Carson Miller
98 and Amelia Sutton "97. Sutton
was paid from the gram from the
ACS and Miller was paid by the
Wooster Sophomore research program. Miller is excited to have bad
the opportunity to work with Morgan on tiurprojea and acknowledges that it is not often that an
unoergraauass, a rising sopnomore
at that, is allowed to work on such a
new, cutting edge field.
"

v

I-.--

-

.

FaiciilUy
continued from page
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ful fat keeping the board infm innd
are concerned
about what

py?

KreuMHSH believes that the Search
conimrtax, "should be a conduit to
the students and the faculty, not the
student body being a conduit to the
committee." Kreuzmaa also believed that, "the entire commirsee
should have a unified voice."
"If we turn a blind eye to the last
search," said Lewis, "we would not
be benefiting from tbaL"Lewis also
felt that stating a position on what he
personally, or the commiTtre, felt
about what Wooster should be looking for ma Presides would be
need to meet before we
address these types of question,"
said Lewis.
pre-matnrc-We

Interested in visiting
exotic cities?
--

On Saiunlay, September
23, 90.9 WCWS will
broadcast..
LIVE FROM OBERLIN
...as the tbe Fighting Scots
n
take on the
Yo-Me-

Airtxme: 1:15,
Kick-of-

130

f:

G(Q)'SC(DTSJ2J

Do you consider

Chicago

New York and

to be "exotic"?

Ikhjo&ied in vismNG exotic crrtES on tbs College's dtme?

...

"

..

1

If jo, join tie. W,ooster

V .

.

"

Model UmtedNations1
Team!
The

t

-

it's not just a job. itiVexcraciating
medieval torturel

.
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Petition over Search
Process Continues
AARON RUPERT

BELL CURVE

Scholarship Opportunities

continued from page

TODD LEWIS

back-hand- ed

1

remarks, the authors

tefl the readers not to judge black

By Wednesday the 13th, petitions
had been distributed. Booths in
IxwryandKitsoliciatrtsigruaBres
for the petition, and intrested students distributed petitions to their
friends. By Monday, around 550
signatures had been aquired.
The petition will continue to circulate until Friday, at which time
signatures will be collected and the
petition win be sent out. The petition win be sent to Stanely Gauh
and Jack Dowd. A letter restating
the petition win be sent to all the
Trustees, an of the members of the

to Poussaint, they discuss why
black rjeoplc arc inferior. He closed
The petition concerning the past
with a story of a 19th century planand present Presidents! Search comtation owner who hired a psychiamittees continued this week as peti-tiotrist to give him reasons why his
continued to circulate, and the
slaves were escaping. The answer
dealing
with
petitionars made plans
accccdingtoDr.Qutwrightwasthat
what their next move would be.
the slaves were suffering from
The petiton drive started the 1 1th,
runaway fever.
"drepdomania,"
when a group of concerned students
were diagagain
people
black
Once
petigot a group together to write a
nosed with a fictitious mental disortion stating student views on the
der to "keep them in place."
past presidents! search, and to enPoiissaim graduated from Columcourage openness about the future
University in 1956 and served as
bia
one. The petition urges the Trustees
diief
resided psychiatrist at UCXA
President
Acting
Committee,
Search
policy
to
regarding sexual orientation in hir- Stan Hales and search consultant forthe 1964-- 5 term. He aided in the
ing, and calls for more student in- John dandier. The letter will state civil rights movement, treating civil
volvement in the future Presidents! "who has the signed petition, in case rights workers during the 60s and
. 70s. Mc recendy he was a producanyone wants to see it
search. The petitionars want the
According) Robin Ray '97, there tion cnsultam for the The Cosby
representavies on the search
committer, to have a chance to listen wiU De a letter sent to the trustees, Show" and was awarded the distin"thanking them that there wiU be guished Jorm Jay Award for Distinto student concerns, and for students to be as informed as possible two voting student members on the guished Professor Achievement
Award in 1987. He also has been
committee.'
about the progress of the search.
awarded numerous other merits as
weU as honorary degrees.
Reaction to Poussaint was favorable. According to Sam Tarn '99, "I
very much liked the fact that he
simplified his examples.'
David Howard Rush JJ '99 felt
that Poussaint was "very fluid and
eloquent.'
Strongest praise for Poussaint was
for his preparation. "Anyone can
argue a point, but he had facts and
t
r
examples to back up his points,"
remarked Jesse Larson '99..
One area of student disgruntle-mewas over other students who
left after Poussaint finished his
ns

sdoptanon-discrirmnato-
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ry

stn-de- nt

nt

speech and was answering questions.

It appeared that only students who
truly wanted to bear Poussaint's

"We arc searching for the best possible president..'

message showed him common courtesy and remained. Poussaint remained very professional through-oand continued unfazed,

The Committee for Graduate
Scholarships & Fellowships held an
informational meeting in the Faculty Lounge ofLowry Center Thursday evening. 21 September. This
meeting, to which an seniors were
invited, served as a forum for the

faculty members responsible for
advising students about the various
scholarships, to explain the scholarships, t&eir requirements, and what
students must do in order to compete for them.
Dean of Faculty Susan Figge began the presentation, mentioning that
the committee had decided to undertake this meeting with students
in order to inform them of the opportunities which these scholarships
present. She encouraged an students
to speak with the faculty members
pnaentahc the scholarships, as wen
as discuss the awards with other students who might not be present
Each scholarship with which the
College is associated has a faculty
advisor responsible for facilitating
selection of College nominees as
weU as guiding students through the
application process. These advisors

constitute the committee which
staged Thursday's meeting.
Among the scholarships noted,
several had limitations on those able

to apply along with the benefits
bequethed. The Watson Fellowship
is the only scholarship which does
not allow its recipients to use its
funds to pursue study at a graduate
institution, rather encouraging students to design their own independent projects. The Luce Scholars
Program does not allow Asian Studies majors to apply, as its goal is to

increase genera! awareness of Asian
culture. The Fund for Theological
Education is intended for students
to use at a Christian seminary and
not in pursuit of a Ph. D. in religious
studies; to that end, students who
are not religious studies majors but
are interested in seminary should
apply. Truman Scholarship recipients must make a committment to a
career in public service" such as
military service, government employment, or nongovernmental research or educational institutions.
Those interested in the scholarships presented should contact the
respective faculty advisor.
,

Scholarship Opportunities 1)
Scholarship

Award

Luce

Thomas Falkner x2320
10 months in Asia
Richard Figge x2307
$16,000
Charles Kammer x2473
variable
John Hondros x2453
$3,500 per annum
James Hodges x2455
$24,000 max, 2 years
Larry Stewart x2412
$13,000
Karen Beckwith x2474
$30,000 max.
Richard Figge x2307
variable
--$20,000 per annum
John Russell x2050
JohnRussen x2050
fiul tuition at Oxford

Watson
Theological
Ohio Regents
James Madison
Mellon
Truman
FuUbright
British Marshan
'
Rhodes

E&L

ut

Firm on Issue
submit a list of its officers with an explanation
of their duties.Theorganizationmust also have
If your campus organization wants fund- an advisor that is a part of the administrative
ing, if it wants lo ore any college facility, if staffer faculty. If other staff members wish to
U wants to be recognized by the coDege or become advisors, they must gain permission
from thegsmTeryiscrs. Tec hnklfy
nse the college's name, then it needs a charftryV
that work in the Lowry food service
Campus
under
ter
poficy. It also needs a charter if k line are staff members of the college and cciiM
wants to set iroa treasurer's account or an e-- verily attempt to become involved with camtnftilprronnr An nrpnirarinn not chartered pus organizations. On a much higher level,
cyholdmg transitional status cannot nse any hcnvever.the charterprevents the co
paying for affiliations with outside organizacollege service or facility.
New and old campus organizations alike tions. Any relationship to an outside business
are learning that theyneed to go through that or professional organization must be openly
extra bit of paper work in order to secure stipulated in the charter.
Bynot accepting prcisional charter Camfunding for their activities. The body of the
charter doesn't have to follow a certain pus CouncU can deny space, funding and supform, but it should state the purpose and plies to organizations. When asked if Campus
goals of the organ nation. Membership Council could effectively ban groups from
students campus. Campus Council chair Renee Synder
should mclode on ly dcgree-sfrktof the College of Wooster, and a group with stated that , "it would not be banning an
from campus." She continued her
exclusive membership policies should
with, "they just would not be able to
an
statemem
for
clearly list them. Getting a charter
CTgnwiTarin
requires that an organization you campus facilities and they would not get

HILARY TEYNOR

Qxmcil'sold-yet-newry-enfbrc-

ed

ng

orga-tuzati- on

funding."
Though without a charter an organization
may not use campus facilities, what exactly
constitutes College facilities is a bit cloudy.
According toRenee Synder, theLowry Center rooms, "common areas," and dorm formal lounges would all technically be off
limits to any organization wishing to meet
there. When asked if ACS computer and
printers would be considered Campus facilities, Synder stated that would be against
the charter policy. When asked if the College network was a campus facility as well,
Synder stated she was, "not sure.'
The official campus council information sheet on charters states that, "The
purpose of registering an organization with
campus council is to identify student organizations on campus and to ensure that
the purposes and programs of those organizations are consistent with campus policies." The guidelines for campus organizations were in place long before charters
became a requirement, but they were not

enforced. DonneU Wyche, chair of the charter
committee on Campus Council, explains further the reasons and benefits for having charters by stating:
"We decided in Campus Council that we
needed to get a tighter hold on the organizations that we oversee. Charters clearly define
organizations on campus, especially
organizations. They also protect
the college from negative publicity that could
organizations that
be caused by
use the college's name yet don't follow its
policies. One of the best reasons to have charters is the fact that they protect everyone's
civil rights and promote open membership in
activities. AU chartered organizations must
policy as stated
follow the
in the Scot's Key."
sentiWyche also spoke to the
ments that have been voiced on campus by
stating that, "many people think that we are
creating bureaucracy, a long paper trail, bat
what the process does is provide a structured,
organized system that is fair to everyone."
college-sponsor-

non-charte- red

non-discriminat-

ory

anti-char- ter

ed
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Insight
Wooster
Who says we're diverse?

--

The College has trumpeted diversity and the need to increase it. Bat
students forced to come to the Student Leadership workshops on the 9th
found that the College's commitment to diversity b a facade at worst,
slipshod at best.
A worksheet used in Jhe Managing Diversity workshop has almost
comical errors. Spelling mistakes (such as the use of the word "their" for
Student Populations" list lists
"they're") aside, the
ynpwmr"i, A can Amnion, and Native Americana,
African Ar"-"- ,
and states "As yon can see, the minority popnlarion is around 9 of the
campus population." Yet, according lo the numbers provided, it is only
meaning that someone in the administration can neither spell nor add.
7
Worse, the worksheet conrhmrs. Thus, the College of Wooster can be
considered very diverse in mns of ks student enrollment."
the
Even if we accept the poorly added
Very diverse at only
College is still lagging behind the progressive deep South in minority
representation. Worse, sfnrirnt turnovers among minorities cause any
claim of a strong minority popnlarion to be qufWkwahle. Of course, the
manber would iiicrease if the Admimstration's list included the College's
Jewish students as minorities. But, for some unknown reason, it has not.
That the College could make this mistake a year after Wooster became
affiliated with HUlel is an astounding feat of ignorance.
Often the College's emphasis on diversity seerns like an attempt to avoid
a lawsuit rather man a genome concern. They could certainly be more proactive, taking sogestions from the rninority populations and the various
organizatiota and acting on them, instead of calling mandatory organiza-tion- al
meetings in order to say "Do sornethmgT Until the College is
a genuine effort towards diversity, with student organizawilling to
tions' input , the administration should not waste students' time.
"Uuler-repreaent-
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Application's good: publicity poor
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went to today. As the president and mat the signatories must already
one of the advisors of a religious have met with their general memorganization were signing the
bership (see last paragraph of advijokingly asked. "So when are sor contract). Since many of the
Wachs, quite possihry the most causwe going to have our meeting to groups do not stan for several weeks
tic person on campus, was able to discuss college policy?" To which, or months, this makes the signatures
write a happy article about, of all of course, the advisor responded. of the leadership group a blatant li
things, the trustees and most of "Is that really in there?" Indeed it is. In fact, I have never heard of any
group that has discussed the adviUnder point 3 of advisor requireSeitz woostCT',
ments section, the contract states: sorgroup expectations for any pem
administration. This week, an inane piece of "Explain and review College policy riod of time during any meeting.
campus legislation has forced the to the entire
especially within .
Voice, optimistic loving enterprise membership at "Good" Students already the first two weeks
that it is. to reveal the dark side of a general meet- - know the rules, and the "bad"
campus bureaucracy.
itudentswmneytrfollowlthe
I should have known I was m for
trouble when I heard that there was
This seems advisor Contract Anytime that simply having
advisor is not
a required meeting for all student particularly unreasonable, meaningless
leaders; requisite mrerings bespeak smpid, consid-&
they
to
boring meetings. The main topic
y lfaoold
good,
which
IS
that
was our brand-nechartering pro- cording to the
cess. The Charter's basic job, ap- people who ran the meeting, we're result, this policy has the potential
parently, is to keep its informed of all supposed to know college policy to deprive the groups most needing
college policy and keep us in touch and nave read the Scot's Key. It of support the support they have
now. Some groups are simply so
with an advisor administration seems to me that the "good" stulackey. My first surprise was that dents will already know the rules, unpopular that it could be almost
we have to sign this contract not and the "bad" students will never impossible for them to find an advionce, but twice a year. Apparently, follow this contract.- - Anytime
sor willing to do the eight required
meaningless rales are fngnpnfVHf yf tfig CD"traTt. I Wf- if we change advisors, the college
needs to know. However, a few addedtolaw.they weaken that which der bow easy it would be for pur
mimlM
Tw pf ff aA that if is good.
Socialists, group; to replace Karen
we do change advisors, we need to
There are of course other flaws. Taylor. I know om person wBo said
immediately revise jpur conuaci.
The contract most be returned within it took him corgiderabVtime to find
The contract itself contains two weeks of receiving the form someone who. would advise a pro- many specific flaws. Thiawasillus-tnue- d (early in the semester). When the
..." SeerCOl!NCILpage5
during one of the meetings I contractis signed, thecontract states
con-trac-
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Last week, I was able to write a
happy article. The editorial board
was able to writs a happy article
(about SGA!!!). Even Benjamin
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Pops

we may not . enjoy cleaning,
someone's gotta do it. and we got
paid.
Sorry if the Bacch experience
didn't live up toyourstaolards. But
most of the rest of Wooster goes to
Bacchanalia for a party, not just a "
camping trip, 'Maybe next yearv-x-'- . Sarah DcBacber 97

Campus Council's Inane Legislation

,

Davit Brow
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body and dump your garbage every-whefestival," corisunrption is up
to the consumer. We provide, but
don't necessarily advocate. And the
mesa is a gfrea, as with any party '
CraodeO House expects it. and while

m

Ty

The Wooster
Voice
Established

I think that Kevin Hunt severely then rra sorry CrandeU couldn't
have been more clear. .,
rnttunfVa stood the purpose of BacAs far as being an "abuse your
chanalia. Nature's great, and all.
but Bacch is a party. Printed on the
tickets are the words "Music, Merri-tneand Mischief." If that, and the
55-kbeer track aren't reason
eaough'to believe mac Bacch isn't
just a "communion with nature."

There have been neat signs up in Lowry stating that SGA is accepting
applications for Trustee Committees. This sounds like a wonderful thing,
and k a to bad that almost no one on campus tro any idea what the Trususe
Committees are. When the Trustees comedown to Wooster in hue October,
ffrJit Trp f"f? rorw,T"TTf Far1 ff"""inff has student otwrrvfrtt who

can offer input. That's right, you, the student, could actually talk to a
mythical Trustee. With many concerned students wanting to voice their
opinion to the Trustees, this could be the perfect opportunity for them.
In the past, the SGA president usually just picked friends to be on the
Trustee committees. It is a great advance for SGA to take applications for
these positions. Now that the application date hat been extended to
Monday, students may actually find out what these committees are and
apply for them.
So far, publicity has been a problem for SGA. The Chandler meeting
andtherequesaforappUcationsformesefa
easily missed. SGA must learn that it takes a lot of yelling, signs everywhere, and mailing to make students aware of anything on this campus.
But, all in all it is an improvement from last year. SGA has good ideas, but
bad follow through. Follow through can be fixed, while poor leadership
cannot.
These views represent the majority views of the editorial
board and not necessarily the views of the entire staff.

Letters
Party till you puke ... We did.
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Eg uivccation is, umm, sorta bad, Cook guesses...

The moat dangerous words in the English
language are not die colorful ones, the ones
George Cariia so carefully bid oat, they are
not the polincally-correones that flatten
everyone and everything down to a "unani- i piously accessible level of
f! J yOO t comprehension" (read: lowest common denominator), and they are not
epithets thrown by ignorathe
muses. Rather, the most dangerous words in
the English language are the ones that are used
lo ex Mess uncertainty. Specifically, phrases
like -- aorta," and "kinds," "not reallyVand
even "pretty much," are the moat dangerous.
The menace is everywhere. Maybe you've
called someone, and when they answer the
phone you ask if you're internrpdsg anything.
Over the noire of screaming people and heavy
machinery, they respond "Not rea3y." Yon
may even find yom self doing the same thing.
Being given directions always seems to involve going down a street "a little ways,"and
l isning onto roads known only as soinhing
with a V in it, and invariably ending with
"cUdyoQgetmarT" Trettymuch." Have yon

iwarAopCortkroganodCT round oflxmb- ing runs, might have bellowed "ATM FOR
IRAQ. MOSTLY."
Even here, at our own school, imagine bow
different everything might have been, if only
the trustees had not rushed the amiouncement
of Suzanne Woods as the new President, but

cured, yon wait for the praise of me very
attempt only to bear: "Well, sort of."
explain in
npfin the professor proceeds

afterniaraofabighelpmgofbenanacreampie
(no, not in the face). My friend, confidence
taidaunted despite the eroding effect of time
tftiwrtg!, ffiffTBfisring detail what isfimdamen-tdtt- y on memory, was "fairly sure" he knew where
wrong with your attempt, your
to find mis store. It was ip and over, kinds."
standing of what's going on in class, your I must give him alljiue credit, and say that we
reasons for taking the class to begin with, and did find the storeTbut only after a spirited
while you are thinking
ij2lmrough whatl am fairly sure
was the Lower East Side.
about it, why are you
shudder to think of the
When the person leading
here in the first place?
explications jf this language us stepped dead on a street
, A short while ago, I
corner, and started twisthad the good fortune be were to take hold of the
ing around to figure out
mNew York City. Tak- highest levels. Significant
where wewere,sayingthat
ing time out from the moments in history might
very serious academic
"maybe it's a little more
mar way," I lost all sense
matters I and my co- very well have been
of direction..
horts had been so furi historical embarrassments.
I shudder to trunk of the
ously participating in,
we decided to take in the local culture of the implications if mis kind of language were to
Qty That Never Sleeps (and I have the rings take hold of the highest levels of society.
' around my eyes to prove it). We were ttrnpo-- S'jf'fV'flrt moments in historical progress
zarOy out of me company of the one native and achievement might very well have been
historical fTnbirrraffsrnfntSi Explorer vViiliain
firom mis charming little burg, when we decided to find an obscure little shop that a good Perry may only have gotten so far as Green
friend of mine remembered visiting a year Bay, Wisconsin (though not so different from
ago.
Starting out the journey with a pleasant the North Pole during winter, only slightly
ewgooetoaprofesscy,dc)eraieiytryingto
understand the assignment, hoping to get the disposition and a foil stomach (should yon more gray), if his plan lad been to "just kmda
instroction necessary to insure your efforts ever find yourself in the area, visit a little keep heading north." Those days moving in
receive the Amey sorichly deserve? Breath place called Yaffa's, andplease don't tell 'em onGermafrymWorldWarncouldlurrecome
sear Jou I beard the words, THE words, tobe known as xetty much, ourfinesthour"
lessryeiplalning your cTigjTinia to the profes-sreuttered,
perception
is
but paid them no inmd, glowing in the In the midst of Desert Storm, General
your
what
drtiiling
of
ct

j
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Being Gingrich
ImBortance
The
of
The House ethics committee is investigating the him, out for the wrong reasons
listening to NeM Gingrfch speak. . . and

tMnkcCdngrkAaridtheetnk3committcr
It
feelinz of nausea; of disturbance. Be- doesn't this, man have any unexpressed . cause you see, I think they've get him on the
thrmghiA TJnaa ha ever set aa idea, and then mtamm. chanBfa--s- '
think. "Her. s Tbechargesmathave currently been brought
against Speaker Gingrich, aside from the fact
Benjamin Wachs
thathe had business before his committee that
American eorjel" I understand that several would greatly effect Rupert Murdoch at the
lurid sex scenes were taken out of his novel same tune that Murdoch offered, and Newt
"1945". for which I'm glad (and I have a accepted, a 4.5 million dollar bri. . . .book
college course
suspicion that Newt's idea of a sex scene is deal, involve the
Newt, a oad3eaker. and a mirror), but stilL which he taught at Reinhardt College. You
one can't help thinking mat he desperately may remember ic" it was titled "Renewing
needs an internal editor. Whether he's dis-- American Civilization," and Gingrich said
the CIA should play in the "I'm going toallow Democrats,but iotl
cussing
20th centuryfand his position on the Georgia ideas"init. He also said it was unperuaL
There are several questions about the course,
IMversityfscnltyprepBr
most important of which involve die
society
the
(he
decline
of
deadbeat dads and the
has contributed to bothX or me state of New Speaker's claim that it would be apolitical
York city (He called U 1a culc of waste for because GOPAChis political action comrnit-te- e,
would not fund it. That the course would
whkh they want us to sendace(." and then
was laughable, but that GOPAC
apotitiral
Republican
be
had to apologize when the city's
mayor,, Rudolph Giuliani, objected). Newt, would not fundUwas plausible, until GOPAC
money
always comes across as, weaHonreMmor-it- y sent out letters asking for
to support the course, complete with Newt's
Whip who has gotten in over his head.
He'salsogoaen into trouble. This week the signature.. So the questions are: ,A), Did.
jjwrtfh fie to the ethics committre, when
and

tuny i

tnihi hum

irt

fa
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!

so-call- ed

the-rol- e

--

tax-exem-

pt

yAiffru iwmfcinntoiaarJimkcniiraa.ad
B) ia GOPAC corrupt.

ties. Now, ginned the term "congressional
etrdcS committee" is a ilueeway contracje- -

!
..

... ttseemsliely,rjuUsdebataole,astowhettier

to the
Gingrich lied to the committee.-A- a
tionntcrnacomtiTrtmasmgteti
L
GOPAC
course
is
question,
second
(and
Gingrich
of
what
Speaker
reason
for
a
stiS
Anybody who says otherwise doesn't
aa aaaupiiaie tide) to worry. It's also a
ucrnendoiii tony, as G&jdch, whfle mmor- - know what a Political Action Committee is. .
cor-rep-

GOPAC
But.lonestry,tbMdcsn'tbot
itvwfc&caZeddownthewra&cfsai
any
than
isniariyirioreccriupt
Speaker
DernocrxSc
ccPACnm
Jim
upon
dent counsel
Wrijfct. eventually leading to Congressman by any other crogressman: it's just more
Wrfchfs downfaX Should Newt ssSer thei f effective. O0eroestksistsochsswbetheror

ssmfisonaMMmsyeventoaSym

Greek trajedy eat

ceminryhepaso.
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fagoodiwwstoporewhocoulda'tgeterou

Wl8wshesiiBoaTV,Istnrbed; a
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accepesd free cable television time as an
aisrcper
gKt, are relevant, hot minor. Of

he did something wrong, just because.). But
once again. I can't shake the feeling that
they've got him Gingrich on the wrong charges.
, ? Toe
unethical activity, isn't it? Well, how about
.

Gingrkh'szero-fundingofPreside-

nt

National Service Program, which provided
college money to kids willing to work on
community service projects? That strikes me
as pretty unethicaLOr what about Gingrich's
budget plans, which offer tax cuts to the
wealthy while cutting President Clinton's tax
credit to the poor? I think that is something
which the ethics committer should investigate immediately. Or how about his attempt
to cut the National Endowment for the
which provides real college courses
to interested students, or his calling the Corporation for Public Broadcasting "a sandbox
for the rich," when he knew damn well that
public broadcasting is available for the rich
g.
and poor ali rr, hficansr. hey, it's public
attempt
cut
to
his
simultaneous
Or
public TV and advocate better TV program-ming-?
Or his attempttoten the government to
get out of private lives and into abortion
clinics? These all seem like much more important ethical lapses than just lying to the
mmmittm They surehurtnxnpeople, Why
aren't they being investigated?
- Theycan'tbcof course. They all fall under
the category oTVgitimatepoliti
no matter how laughable they maybe. So
we're stuck with GOPAC and lying to the
conmiitteeanda4JnuISondoIhv book deal
from a man that Gingrich was in a position to.
help. But we all know the real reason mat
Hu-mjsnit-ift.

broad-castm-

Gingrichshciildbsundersaethta
Don:

he acts like Newt Gingrich Isn't that

enough? '

.

r

coarse, sU this is Just as important as the

it

ftalrrriiitJimWridowsor.for

that msaer. Cat Gmgrica has mac
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Btnkmd Wachs UVUwpoiHO editor for
tar Yoke

lanCookisaeohmmUiforike'Wdkz
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life groupon campus. I also heard thatfinding
an advisor for the Wooster Republicans war
not easy. Just because something is nnpopo-la- r
on campus does notnieanttshould cease to
exist It is also troe that advisors will be held
accountaMefor their signatures. Advisors are
now being exposed to a host of requirements
triat they (lkl not face before. Ibelieve that this .
wffl beadismcCTtive for profesaonwrto warn
to particrpate with students.
There are also groups who are reliant on
the College for their advisors (for instance
Intrrfairh. Borensks, Halls). If the College
takes too long, the group has die potential to
lese its funding. While these might constitute
exceptions, they are iinportant exceptions.
One thing I found funny is that ths college
has the potential (tteoretksIly)todcayuseof
coBege facilities to college houses and dorms.
Douglass Hall, for example, sponsors fireside
chats, speakers, and a volunteer corp. Now,
the entity knownas Douglass,aIXDRM. needs
am adviaor contacts Soamlng b .wrtns .
when a dorm needs an advisor.
This contract came out of nowhere. It
amazes me how quickly we went from a
process that worked to a process that irritates.
This contract is a bad idea. It amazes me how
universal the dislike for this contract seems.
At best, the student response could be described as apathy.
I ask those who designed this contract to
reconsicW and to restore unrieOVxn to groups
that they once possessed. Campus Council
seems to have forgotten that if a group cannot
live up to the contract it will continue; to
operate on its own; such a group would have
no advisor, it would not have to respect antidiscrimination policy, and would be even
moreignorantof scriooi policy. Wooster does
not want national organizations on its campus
thatareindependemcfanadmmistrativ
tnres; political, social, or religious groups that
meet on our campus should at least be aflSli-ate- d
with the college and willing to follow its
policies, but the College needs to be supportive of them. Our goal should be to provide a
home for any student group that wants one,
- .
;
not to regulate them to death.
It is my sincere hope that this policy will
be changed or eliminated. I would respect a
ccctfractthM would ask for an advisor. At the
very least, truscomracx should or
signed once a year. I also believe that any
emmact should not have mandated components but shonld consist of points thsf .both
partiesvotuntarily agree to. Protjesscrs should
.

.

--

a person starts

mandating points they stop
advising. After all the best r about advice
is that yon choose whether or aottofbltostit.
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A Whole New World; International Programs and

.:

DANIELLE COPOLLA
Wooster credit. With that, the
arc endless, especially since
most ptogiamt win convert finan-ci- al
aid to help me students outwhile
they're away.
pos-sibili-Des

Across the way from Holdea Hall
braiding wkh a
is a mustard-colore- d
parca, a screen door, sod a homey
feeling to it. This is Hyder House.
It is this building mat 20 of me
Junior class make the decision to go
overseas. They make this decisioa

a

"Students go aU over -Aberdeen in Scotland,
Vienna in Austria,
Africa, India, Russia,'
there are around 65
endorsed ptaces."

with the help of Ms. Carolee
Taipolee.
"I am the director of the Interua-tion- al
Programs and Off Campos
Study," Taipolee said when asked
for her foil title sod job description.
Taipolee is the one who makes sore
the paper work is done for the trips
Taipolee says that students are
that can take students all around the usually juniors when they choose so
world. Taipolee says, "Students go go abroad, because at this time they
an over Aberdeen in Scotland. are able to meet the qualifications
Vienna in Austria, Africa. India. the applications set down. After all,
Russia there are around 65 enTaipolee adds, "Seniors have to stay
dorsed places."
on campus, and first years they
Necessary paperwork includes an just got herd" However, if you are
application to thecoDege in the couna first year, visit Hyder House anytry of one's choice. When choosing
way. It's good to be prepared. Greg
a place to study abroad, one should Bell 96, who went to Aberdeen,
make sure that the college often Scotland last year, would vouch for
courses mat will be acceptable for that. He says. I decided to go a

month before, so I really bad to
bustle."
Aberdeen is the most popular
place to study abroad, as it specializes m Homanine? and Social Sciences. Bell comments on Aberdeen, "It's amazing what a change
of scenery will do. It was cool over
there --just a whole new experience.
d
HighThey have these
land cows that are cute and cool as
heck, but mean!"
Taipolee comments on several
other interesting programs as welL
One can go to India for classes in
meditation and Buddhism, or to
Africa for Black studies. Besides
this, there are a lot of other reasons
to go abroad too. Taipolee says,
"Students go abroad to get a change
of scenery, to escape the winters, to
be able to travel, to learn another
language . . .a lot of reasons."
Taipolee smiles and says, "The
best part is when the students come
back and share their experiences
with us. It's really exciting to see
how they have grown and changed."

Cam
1

long-haire-

b
Carolee Taipolee, Dir. of the Int. Programs aad
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Off-Camp- us

First Year Seminar
My London Summer Vacation Fresh After Facelift
s

Pints and Pocket-teeSALLY THELEN
The Features section continues
the exploration of the study-abroexperience with descriptions of students' overseas experiences. Last
week. Kok Kian Goh explored Ms
New York experience. This week.
Sally Thelen '98 describes her experiences in London this summer.
ad

"What if yon don't get a job?" "I
hope you don't end upon the street."
"What do you mean you're just going mereT These were only some
of the eiKoui aging words spoLcB to
me by
when I told
them last May what I was going to
be doing over my summer
Three months before, I had
off a check for S160. a really bad
passport photo, and an application
to the work in Britain program, to
the foaneil on IflBBXUtional Sdaca
tiensi Exchange (C3EE) office in
New York.
return, I received a
Glossy btae card wkh the same bad
well-wishe-

rs,

u

in London

SARAH FENSKE'

gs

refurbished" place. Lucky for us, started a chugging contest. How
Up untfl lastyear.First Year Semiwe were able to End a flat next door was I to know the drinks had an 8
nar, which was begun in 1986, has
only thirty minutes after we started alcohol content?
followed a pretty standard formula.
searching. If the flat had been any
I didn'tmake any money this sum- Everyyear seminar classes aregiven
further from the hostel, I am sure mer. AH my paychecks went to an over-a-ll
theme and a recomour backs never would have foreither my astronomical rent, my
mended reading Est ProfessorRose
L
Gap wardrobe, or
given ib because of the sheer weight
Falxner, a current seminar teacher,
pints). But the learning says."Wben we taught these themes,
of our luggage.
A couple weeks later I found experience was definitely worth it. we were guided by a core text, a
myself watching extensive Gap I learned how to fold absolutely common text used by aU of the
training videos in anticipation of the anything worth folding. I learned classes. Every First Year Seminar
time I would actually be able k sell how to pour a shamrock (albeit a used SL" The uniting theme was
withered one) on to the top of a given vague titles such as "Race,
denim and khakis on the floor. BeGuinness. I learned how to make 17 Class, and Gender" orTCnowledge,
sides learning the intricacies of folding clothes, I also learned bow to different meals with tomatoes and rower, and ResponsibiTity."
pour a pint of any English lager. crackers. I learned that there are
This year, however. First Year
That was a bit of knowledge that I music, cultures and lanpiajri out Seminar has bftrsi draniatically
pit's, wl op working as a batmaid at there that I had never even heard of.
For the first time, faculty
job. While I was And even ifl hadn't learned aD this, members were able to propuac their
my other part-tim-e
and tfif experience of being able to disraundatrd with pocket-tee-s
pints, Leah was selling key chains dainfully proclaim mat I was a resiliberty tochoose which sp rnlnsrthey
dent and net a "bloody tooristr, was
to (he stars at Planet Hollywood.
fulfuSqg ia itself.
About one month into oor lade
r
l London life, we found our-If you are Laci eatrd ia working
abroadmBritain, or elsewhere, send
badhsphszanShr
a request far information to QSH.
- '"
- ..
invited to come visit us before we WcskAbroad,23SEast42ndSt(eet.
"'
"if.
luri evca left the mafolanri, For ten New York. NY 10017-S70o-V
The
t
r yjT. jj ."irn
j.
days we would have to live wkh the
smb snog luliftJ to'
ia Great Britain was on
asa tatCO am
the fiat before2am,or if we failed British TJUvacthies NofiiiAaterica
i be, the realky of having to come
ChaCBUHAQ. BtJNACcCces
At the Underfrcmnd
are located aS around Great Britain
upwiaaicaaygcoqexpunanonaa
to why we were not Having our and help with orientation and findmothers visit was not without its ing both flaaaul jobs. There are
surprises. For example, one time I also social meetings where yon can
ordered drinks during dinner, thinkmeet other North Americans in the
ing myself an expert after working program and compare your low al- - '
in a traditional English pub for over cohol tolerance levels wfthout be"
a month. The result? Our mothers ing called a stupid American.
re-qui-red

entertain-ment(aJu-

so-vamp-

itoleeiaywork

"'

Over-packe-

8

T

ed.

Tfechno Rnve Dnnce Pfrrtv!!!!!!!!!
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m Great CritahL Now.l fcoujht, if i
only I can find a job. ' '
d
and extrenef
lagged, Leah Momesano 9S and I
arrived at Heathrow, and what was
to be the beginning of our new summer inetropofitan life. We found
our wayto the Bayswaterarea youth
hostel, which was afar ciy from the
program's handbook description of
a "Clean, comfortable, and totally

wanted to take.. This complicated,
process was made possible by mafl-into aU first year students. These
mailings listed the available seminars and gave brief descriptions of
the course's content, core material,
and viewpoint. Students were asked
tomark then" top frre choicesamong
tines as widely disparate as "Water,
Wilderness, Wastes and Other Environmental Concerns" and "From
Athens to Atlanta: Issues of the
Modern Olympics".
Their eventual selections made
their way into the hands of Dean
Susan Figge. Figge and her staff,
were given two tasks. The first was
to place every student in a class they
wanted to be in. The second was to
keep tfao ds0cs bslsscod sod tfi
verse. Figge remarks. "It was a
compucauxi jod. Dot n was una or
please see FYS. pegn 7
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Forensics Team ights Flagging Membership

Voices From the Bast
Change always teems more obvious in the fall, especially here at
Wooaterwhere&kndshTps fadeand
flower fast after the long summer.
Sometimes it's so overwhelming,
that one coesn't know quite what
one has. Bat this seems to be the
way it's always been, and the way it
always wffl be;just take alookat the
poem by Mike Hutchinson that is
printed beneath this. It appeared in
an issue of the 1973 Voice.
"Wooster Love Song"

This poem only identifies one

Maybe you're the one
who ontlff Hands
what's going on,
but I sure don't
know you buddy.
We should get drunk

friendship-induce-

d

feeling at

ANANT PADMANABHAN

Wooster. There is another one on
the other side of frustration, where
life is wonderful, skies are blue, and
trie little piggy goes singing aU the
way home. Jane Hostetler portrays
this asoeaoffriendships at Wooster
in this excerpt, also taken from an
issue of the 1975 Voice.

together sometime.

HeygnL
How come I
don't know you?
I buy you coffee everyday
we've talked a thousand

Hey Buddy

about books and friends
and other things

Who are you?
I see your face

I guess.

Linccte-Doug-

Lastyearthe College ofWooster's
Speech and Debate team finished
ninth in the state. This was an
achievement considering that the
team, unlike the others in the top
ten, was self coached. Impressive?
Wen, this year's team is fighting an
even tougher battle, for this year it
has been struck by quite a massive
amount of blows. To begin with,
last yearsPresident, who had served
as the president for the last four
years, graduated. Then the 1994-9- 5
advisor quit, and shortly after,
of the club dethe President-elecided not to return to the college .
Now, however, all these incidents are behind the team. The
president's position has been filled
by Jonathan Seitz "98, and the members of the revived team are looking
"forward to a year filled with exciting rhetorical events that win offer
them the chance to plunge into the
world of forensics. Seitz calls this
year "the rebuilding year for the
team". TheSpeech and Debate team
is composed of about eight to ten
members drawn from a gamut of

Thank you for all your caring
and sharing wim my family and me
during the saddest time of my life
the death of my dad. For sharing
yourselves with me, I would like to
offer a few thoughts straight from,
me to you.

You've uuwped my ace
more times than I
everyday; It smiles at me
care to remember.
as we pass
I know your clothes
on the sidewalk,
and how you dance
and mine smiks too.
and laugh
Sometimes we talk
and bite yew thumbnail
quite seriously
when you worry,
about things
but bow are you
I don't remember
at tearing down walls?
five minutes later.
I know what you ten me
We laugh agreeably
and how you talk,
at each other's jokes,
I know your body,
but I don't know you
and it's alive,
and I'm sure you don't
which makes me think
know me. Somehow
mere's something living
there's a wall
behind your face
between us
that's really real,
that's built of jokes
but I don't know.
and friendly familiarity
Perhaps if we
and cemented with small talk,
;
and no nutter how hanT . :.. ; .r!'. '1 , can stay mlave'"lr
a few more months
I try, 1 can't
we win discover
see through it.
it there's any
I can't mm to you
little thing
and say Tell me
we have
something that MEANS
ini
a little."

ct

I know you've got
a thousand friends
to lean on,
God has blessed
them each
with
clear minds and
helping hands

to get you through
the days and nights
to come.
If ever those
thousand people

are not to be found
This friend would like
very much to help."
-

So remember, like your rear view
mirror, you might have ablind side.
Objects, or the things that you love,
usually are larger, and more important, than they appear to be. Value
them.

FYS Facelift Refreshes Freshmen
continued from page 6
fun. too. U had us carefully reading
student's application folders and
essays, looting to see what they
were interested m doing. It was a
good way of getting to know the
first year class.''
The components of thenew seminar fionnat seem to be popular with
just about tfcrvonc involved. This
is lucky since, Scor2g to Flfse.
the faculty has voted to keep this
mnar
the next Cxee years. ' Pxliner says

lhats2owsfacaOgaoutside
.". k sSows factftr sris-- i
freedom fct oe strvctnr!cf men

particularly like their seminar talk
about bow interesting their topic is.
The consensus seems to be mat student mtercst is higher man M would
have been if a uniform focus had
been used. Jessica Roe "99 comments, T like the topic crny seminar, and I know that it's unique
enough that I couldn't be doing it
ftiu'Ttt ",Hlx"al, yeuL- - Itfav
iwfly limir.ui me.
There is at least or problem wfch
rhe new Rm Year Seminar. Wim
thirty-on- e
different seminars, it is
impossible to closery connect me5
Forum series toJ3 of t&em. Fainer ,
explains, "There ased to be cwny ,
monFbnSa series, and ahnoatan of

jm!wjiit

There was Este deviadoa fat
of the forum series and what we
were doing in class." .
' Is the Forum still necessary? .
Falkner went on to say,"I B the
forums even better now that they're
not just limited to one particular
theme. It's more accessible to all
students, not just those in first year
seminars." Falkner supports this by

departments such as English, Theater, and History. Particularly encouraging this year, is the fact that
there are students on the team who
are majoring in Biochemistry and
the Sciences too.
The learn is eagerly awaiting its
forthcoming venture on October 7,
when it will travel to Kent State to
participatemafbrensics tournament.
There are overadozen elocutionary
activities in which one can compete,
including: informatives, persuasions, drama duos, prose, ADS (After Dinner Speaking), extempores.
Impromptus, rhetorical criticisms.
"

saying that she has seen more
at the events mis year
up-perdass-

debate. The
debate is the main
focus of mis year's team. They
hope to make it to the national level
in this event. The topic for this
debate deals with the United Nations and the issues facing iL One
member must defend a resolution,
while another must attack h.
- Success in these events requires a
high level of preparation and dedication, especially if the team is self
coached. Last year students started
preparations for their trips to forensics tournaments atfivemme morning -- not exactry the perfect time of
day to rise and shine. The experience is gratifying though. Seitz says.
"It'sagood chance to meet students
of different backgrounds and to go

and a Uncofa-Dougl- as
bs

see different colleges. Also you learn
a lot when somebody forces you to
stand up and talk."
Phil Kasper "97, a theater major,
compares his experiences as an actor to his experience as an orator.
He says, "I have acted before, but
this experience (orating) was more
frightening. In acting you work
with others, while this was more of
an individualistic skill. You go and
stand up in front of everyone by
yourself and then you have to pull
off whatever you do better than all
the other competitors. On the whole,
everybody seemed tobe wholeheart-

edly nrvorvedV The range of people
you get to meet is incredible.''
Now, one of the best college teams
m Ohio, the Speech and Debate team
has come a long way from being the
near extinct body it was a few years
ago. The team eagerly awaits its
new victories, and any students
in becoming a member. If
you are interested be sure to contact
Seitz or Aaron Rupert '98.

men

"FOOTBALL 101"

than in other years.
Falkner says that the format this
year is not aU mat different than in
other years. What is in place now is
aMnaturalevohxion"from what once
was, she claims. Senior Derek

With Wooster 's new head coach, Jim
Barnes, & some members of his crew!!!
Leam about the rules and regulations of

T.ongtTkxasJngbackonbisfim

year.asrees. Hesays,"Even though
it was me same topic, the teachers
sH tiwftf it is S fTwwit way, so
they focused on different parts of
the topic so k rea2y. was different
anyway."
. AndyMcGinness 99adds,They
a3 have 6c same topic but
wLstevez depwuuent they're from,
they're goii! to throws lot of rhatm

American Football!

Watch Jow Football strip down to his pads!
(Try oa the helmet yourself?)

mt

3
5

a

Learn to "cheer for me home team"!!!
Rah Rah Rah!!! GOQpOTEAM!!!!!r

i

.

of flexibility. He says, ""When we
hadafbrrd aptofljfrrBfflCwecWt
get the personal slant they're getting now. This gives students a
choice of what they want to do and
what they want to learn."
Even fim year students who don't

.

.V

si isJents and faculty are pfeascd with

tbenewjeminar. In fact, the most
common adjective used to describe
the seminars was 'interesting",
which must mean that the new forright track.
mat is
on-th- e

in-teres-

Location: Babcock Hall, main lounge
Time: Monday Night, 8:00 PM
Brought to you by the BatgockHalP
Programming Board!! .
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Video Killed the Box-OfH-

Star

ce

Wooster's public library a cornucopia roj 'film moments

JL

fee.

',. (

Movement Underground
RECORD REVIEW

tion, is a hilarious track that i

a

pes atca innovative sampling and

ALLEPAISKEB

story about an actual big king frog.
The San Francisco group shines on
Money tod aamic are always mix- this deep and sultry number.
ing and sometimes do soexplosrvely.
Missouri's Pop Sickle provide a
Record labels ire designed to make srmtfn sting rendition of "Blood Is
money hence they put out records Blue'rbnt cruises along athght speed
that they think loo of people will and is backed by fluffy, sonic guitar
boy. However, many small inderiffs. Alcohol Fmmycar strains, rependent labels still exist whose priarranges, and then reconstructs
mary objective is not me almighty melody on the gorgeous "Abandollar but putting oat pare music, doned." Seattle veteransTreepeople,
music that stresses artistry and not who many claim helped to invent
acceptability. This so called indie grange, show why they have
rock has long been on the caning achieved near legendary status on
edge of popular music's evolution.
the apdy titled "Better Days." GuiBand's like REM. Nirvana. Off. tars fly at you from all directions as
spring, and HQsker Da all started
the hoarse vocals add a touch of
oat, or are still, on small indepen- hiiiiifllaryK'traHfiPglllythniS
dentlabels. Now.asakmd ofpublic
Another standout is provided by
service. Priority Records has re- LA's Cbokebore. lemonade" is
leased a two (hx set entitled Nous dark and wonderfully quiet, yet
From The Underground that packs perhaps the most powerful
chronicles much of what has
punch on the whole collection. The
on the indie rock scene over lyrics deal realistically with issues
the past few years. The set by no of isolation and identity. CEkitat
Dlxsc
whose sound is very simiis a great start for fans who wish to lar to Japan's The Boredoms, offer
explore or hardcore rockers who beautiful noise on their cot "Trans-aaissiowant to fill oat their colkctions.
Liter, who have been a
Sad. notables as Everclear. Beak
To Spill, MHk Cob. Saturnine, uiaaJry noise and precision I
Chrktlan, Harp, Trerpeople, and "Nova." As naeetioned in rhe liner
Bait iitai I fXaftfti termed, and gte notes, assay naiiic ualuiuy type
collect ion spans an incredibly dt-- people expect mat I Iftrr win be the
"big" alternative band on the
co-cun- ed

n."

AS

of the

lsos3sx7caSaowWbbe'ss3e
Cag Prog," tap ana

dwarf friends. "Big

Id Colt's

add--on

id the coOe-c-
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KOKKIANGOH

nartrfihedeviL

For siltlxM who aspire toan existence of intelkx
toal utobbcry and insufferable pomp, a veritable
treasure awaits below the unlikely Wayne County
Public Library. When you're sick of the so oncool
maumieaiu-irnpose- d
restrictions of Blockbuster,
and especially of that tragic blue and yellow monstrosity they call a logo, the library's modest but
unpiifevkloo section offers awe
"It's no secret that we try lo be an alternative so
video stores," says Ron Proas, head of the video
department. "If nobody else is going to get these
videos, k seems only right that the Ebrary supplies
them."
And they do. The weahh of indie tilles and must-se- e
classics, as well as a surprisingly large foreign
film section, is easily overwhelming. Don't be loo
surprised to find numerous tides here which just
happen to coincide with your ever growing list of
recjuisitB viewing. And in any case, kttfcast makes
for delectable brow sing. A selection:

Metropolitan
So clever you want to cry. Whit StiSman's
portrayal ofaycanggronpofNewYork
socisBies brims with a surface pleasantness and
underiying cheek. Princess-lik- e
mbodiment of insecurity Audrey snd manifestation of centuries of
wayward liberals Tom will forevermore be our
favorite disfuoctional couple. A lesson on real life
and real love from within a fragile, glinery facade.

This is what's

Speaking Farts
A bizarre triangle of psycho sf i ml deske.

Cana-dumflnTrmakerAsomE-

goyan

video camera as an instrument with which to view
ourselves, and, oddly, to be closer to others. In his
wodd ofboth sexual obsession and detachment, that
which is on sci vcm is real, and mutual masturbation
is pulled off via video hook-uNot his best work '
(see last spring's speOxnding Exotica) but coldly
cranprilmg, and Quietly worrying.
p.

Trois Coulenrt

Bine Velvet
David Lynch's best film isappropriatdyo
absurd, bizarre, bat with an cnrWrmg humanist
touch deep inside. A picture-perfe- ct
town simmers-Withidden mysteries (where havr we heard that
one before?) and Lynch regular Kyle MacLachlan
brings his usual detached, musing self to collegiate
innocence and collides marvellously wim Isabella
RosseHini's (who, k seems, can only act m Lynch
'
'.
films) devilish sexuality.
, .

trilogy is the quintessential work of perhaps the
r of our times. Numbingly intelli
gent, and a thorough exploration of the darkest
human ernooons. the three Elms work themselves
into an entanglement of vengeance, deceit and guilt,
and end relieved, if not triumphant. Showing off
suprenKlyrhetsJemcJulieaeBiaxhe, Julie Delpy
and Irene Jacob conseqmi vely. Kieslowski displays
fondness for and an astorushing ability to depict? '
-- a teetering femmism.cCTivinced yet insecure, more
Swoon
real than others. Tom Kalin's tale of criminal cession 1s a true
j account of a 1924 murder of a young boy mrjrohi- Trust
ptoon rjaicago. Idyllic beauty slulrs mto daconient,
Someone once said that the first Hal Hartley film tiiM fimm
.inl ili.w
IUHI WvlTH 1UBJ 1U
MX loinH 1 1gHI IMIW MM
you see will remain your favorite. And this is as intricate qmlt of debasement, prejudice and pity,
good a place to start as any. Trust is a romantic and Brilliant camerawork by EUea Kuras (who did this
winy take on love, hope, and faith.' an irrational summer's lively Isaac Mizrahi focus. Unzipped)
aberration the Imkiirr is cflu
captures the times with haughty perfection. A love
Ialandsnca
bia. Wildly funny while startlingly clever, with an story to the end, this one's for the kids.
abundance of signature Hardey-e- n crossfire dialogue, over the top stylizstion, and cocaic absurdity Breakfiut at Tiffany s
like no one else could
Sdn the coolest film of mem aJL Audrey Hepburn
tarns every utterance and pout into goddesslike
Sex. Lies, and Videotape
class, and again and again reaffirm her status at the
musing,
documentary-Ekcandid
e
A
and
almost
most beautiful person ever. The Truman Capote
reflection on relationships. Steven Soderbergh's novella is trarrrismd into film with a much needed
cctoence by director Blake Edwards. Astonish--,
wfch smart dialogue sad overstated ordinariness.
inglyquirkyfortotime;HcJryOo
Truthful even as the
mjresagTwrratm,and"Mbw

v
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Mateo
Mike Leigh's

the greatest

bus at utj ji my wnat is

self-parodyi- ng

If yon then wish for inore, here too is rxrtiaps
decay.aexual - every MTmi fThn ever nmde and varJoosperplexkui
David Tbewlis Wka Weaders atidertaldngs.
-
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Wombone and Organ Guest Recital
SALLY THELEN
An organ and a trombone may not
ft? C" inftanrty

bf a fTT"H'wPlf'rw'

to mind when pondering musical
duos. But this is me odd coupling
that will refresh many of our cars mis
Sunday September 24, when trombonist Mara Jean Hofacre and organist Daniel Hathaway give a guest
recital that afternoon in McGaw
Chapel.

ing Green University in 1976,
Hofacre earned a master of musk in
trombone performance from the
University of Michigan in 1977. In
1987, she became a doctor of musical arts in trombone performance
and pedagogy at the University of
Oklahoma, becoming the first
woman ever toeara the performance
doctorate in trombone. .
Hathaway has brought his conducting skills as assistant conductor
Hofacre, a native of MasaHon. of the Harvard Glee Club and
Ohio, has been a member of the Radcliffe Choral Society toconcerts
faculty at the University of Southern in Tel Aviv, Jerusalem, Manila, and
'
Mississippi since 1981 where she throughout the Philippmes. He has
teaches studio trombone and is a performed organ recitals in Great
member of the Southern Arts Brass Britain, France, Germany, Austria,
and Spain.
Quintet. She Is the principal tromHe was head of the arts departSymphony.
Meridian
bonist of the
soloist,
and music director at the
ment
career
as
a
Along with her
School in Massachusetts,
Groton
freelance
clinician,
and
music
coming
States,
before
to Cleveland. In
United
the southern
worked as the
be
has
Cleveland,
HofacrehOTtmTghtafAlbkwGinffge
musk director of the Great Lakes
in Michigan and Murray State
"
Theatre Festival for its inaugural
m Kentucky.
After receiving her bachelor of seasons in Playhouse Square and
mnwrtratkM degree from Bowl- - has served as a member of the musi
chestra this past October. Hofacre
has also performed with the Mississippi Symphony, the Mississippi
Ballet, Mississippi Opera, Port City
Symphony, Tupelo Symphony,
Mobile Opera. Capital Brass and
various other orchestras, bands and
chamber music groups. She has
traveled with musical groups all
around die globe, including England, Australia, Denmark, Spain,
Germany, and France.

.

--

.

.

Thedayspngram win begin with
Recitative and Prayer by Hedor
Berfioz. The afternoon win continue
wimtheftamonce by AxdHOdingsen,
Hommage&Bach by Eugene Bozza.

Sonata de chiesa I by Robert
tkteasdtan,acdHimmcIriJclikw
vid do jungfrurbf Gtmnar Kahn and
will conclode with Alexandre
GaUmant's Mortem Symphordque. '
The former principal trombonist
with the Pensacola Symphony.
Hufaue premiered the ConcertNo.2

of French composer Christian
Goamgneae with the University of
Southern Mississippi Symphony Or- -

.

per-fbrmc- rm

Uni-versi-ty

The Bibbing, Profound

Neo-Realis-

cal staff of Cleveland Opera. He has
been the organist and director of
musk at Trinity Cathedral in Cleveland where he conducts the profesCathedral Choir.
sional,
Since hu arrival at the Cathedral in
1977, he has founded the Wednesday Brown Bag Concm Series, Trinity Chamber Orchestra and Trinity
Chamber Players. He also serves as
artistic director of Musk and Performing Arts at Trinity Cathedral,
corporaInc., which is a
tion founded in 1990 to administer
concert activities at the cathedral.
Hathaway studied music at
Harvard College, where he earned
his bachelor's degree in 1967. He
has also studied at Princeton University and the Episcopal Divinity
School. He received his master of
divinity degree from Harvard University in 1971. He studied orchestral conducting at Tanglewood under the direction of Harald VogeL
The concert, which is free and
open to the public, will begin at4pm
in McGaw Chapel.

r SAB

Activities

22-vo- ke

It's the last full week of
September... spend it at
SAB events!!

non-pro- fit

ts

SATURDAY,
SEPTEMBER 23The
vans leave Lowry Center
at 9:00 A.M. for Cedar

-
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"

equivalent of tossing aside a novel
Antonio sells some of bis
on location and often times use ings to pay for a new bicycle and because it doesn't have any pictures
non-actinside its pages. The Bicycle Thief
toplay the parts, both of begins bis work. Then, inevitably,
which achieve the desired feeling on his first day on the job his bicycle has too much to offer to dismiss for
st
reasons.
films is stolen. The remainder of the film such narrow-minde- d
of authenticity.
are almost always done in black then follows Antonio and his son as
films are frequently
and white. Each of these elements they comb the city in search of the criticized for their tendency to serve
man who stole it
as political discourses rather than
vision of the action in front of the
Trie film is full of scenes that are works of art Characters'are present
camera, a reverse of the aims of difficult to watch. Although the title merely as channels through which
cinema in America at the time, and gives away the complicating action, the artists can pour their political
you cringe the moment Antonio is agendas, and subsequently become
today, for that matter.
nothing more than cardboard cutIt is not surprising that such a shown eyeing proudly his new
because his happiness is des- outs. The Bicycle Thief however
movement sprang up when and
During the manages to dodge this problem. It
where itdid. In the late 1 940' s Italy tined to be short-livewas still very much recovering from search for the thief, Antonio and his has in it a very definite message
with clear political implications.
its years under the thumb of fascist son, having reached a point of desLike most
films. The
rule of Mussolini, who hadreached peration, step into an expensive ressuch frightening levels of power on taurant and spend their last pennies Bicycle Thief is the product as well
libon a lavish meal surrounded by as the fodder of bleeding-hea- rt
pomp and deceptive propaganda.
After being fed the lies and false wealth they know they will never erals (although, surprisingly, it apBy the conclusion of the peared one yearagoon conservative
have.
emotion of his regime, a
st
film, De S ica's characters, all played National Review's "Best Films of
Italyresponded with the
All Time" list, suggesting, maybe,
by people with no acting experimovement which attempted
to eradicate an that was fake and in ence, have hit rock bottom. Antonio that William F. Buckley and friends
its place achieve a genuine, honest finds no other alternative than to are human after all).
But unlike some of his contempoportrayal of Italian society.- - Neo- - turn to crime himself and suffers
raries, Vittorio De Sica was able to
realism did not turn its head from shameful consequences. The audithe unpleasantness that the lower ence is, at the end, acutely aware of extract from his actors and script a
story which hits its viewers ata very
the inescapable squalor these disenclass endured after the war but inconcrete level. De Sica's film says
stead made their toils its central franchised are living.
ThankfuUy.aH versions of the 7V that people, like the characters in his
focus.
film, deserve our attention because
The Bicycle Thief is the most Bicycle Thief arc in Italian with Enfilm's and
they are human and not because our
glish subtitles. To dub over in Enfamous of the
sympathy for them fulfills some
glish would place of an awkward
has come to be known as the quintessential film bf die movement" bent on the dialogue and lessen die political obligation. It is a appeal as
The story isrefreshingry simple. A dramatk effected me action.as dub- relevant today as it was in the late
'40s. The Bicycle Thief has reputapoor mari, Antonio Rkd, barely bing does for most foreign-languasome
repel
Subtitles
tion
films.
family
finds
too great, a message too protend
to
job
a
his
able to feed
putting posters up around the city, people. But refusing to see a film found, a story that is too moving, to
a job which requires a bicycle. because of subtitles is the cinematic pass up.
footage.' Scenes are shot

n

belong-

on

NAT MISSILDINE

Neo-Reali-

VtoutoDcSkftTheBicycleThief
is widely considered, as it should, to

be a classic.. For some, this word
''classic", loosely translated, means
no fun", an interpretation which is
not altogether false. The Bicycle
Thief is indeed not a fun movie.
You certainly would not want to pop
in a copy ofa film like this as a party
you'd leave everyone
crying in their beer. The Bicycle
Thief is similar to films such as The
Elephant Man or Schindler's Lisr,
their powerfully moving stories far
s.
outweigh theirpnxlivity to be
looking
So for those who are
to add to an evening a little more than
fleeting laughter and cheap thrills.
De Ska's richly meaningful classk
may be right your alley.
It is important to note, first, where
this film was coming from. The Bicycle Thief came out of the Italian
st
movement, a artistic
movementwhich began after WWH.
Characterized by the earnest and concerned gaze which it throws on its
subject,
sought to expose those less than glamorous
lifestyles of "the common man" and
appealed for sympathy from its audi-enc- e
for the downtrodden and op-ice-brea- ker,

mood-killer-

.

Neo-Reali-

Neo-Realis-

DTCSSOQ.

m

"

has a very particular.'
identifiable style. The cinematography is commonly grainy, documen-Neo-reaKs-m

--

Point! Don't be late!
Also, at 7:30 and 10:00
P.M., it's the return of
the Saturday night movie
inMateerl Don't miss
the suspenseful Sleeping
With the Enemy, starring
Julia Roberts.
Admission is just $111

De Sica's classic The Bicycle Thief more than a political message
tary-li-ke
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Neo-Real- ist

Kin

II

bi-cy- cle

d.

Neo-Reali- st

war-ravag-

ed

SUNDAY,

SEPTEMBER

24. Catch

the classic
Boot,
showing
flick Das
in Mateer at 7:30 P.M.
No foolin..it's free!!

Neo-reali-

--

.

Nco-rcali- st

ge

WEDNESDAY,
SEPTEMBER 27Take
a study break and bring
your pals to Geronimo,
showing in the
Underground at 9:00
P.M. Admission is
totally free!!

.
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Field Hockey: Sticking it Soccer

continued from page 12

to their Opponents

up for the ball and beaded it to the
near post for the score. Aftrr this
goal, the Scot defense look over and
draw against the match ended with the 0 win.
settle for a tame
Rochester. The lone goal of the first
After the game. Senior defender
period came 28:45 into the game, Damon Rossi said, "This game was
when Laurel Conly 98 put the Scots
a 100 team effort We have the
ahead on an assist by Kane Doyle common goal of winning the NCAC
96. However, a lisle over four this year and then go on to Nationmmntrs into the second period. Anni als. Bethany was our first big test
McDonough scored for Rochester. and we picked our game up a level
This game was very frustrating for to beat them. We have to pick our
the Scots as they had a total of 37 game up 2 or 3 more levels, but
shots on goal of which they could today was a big win."
capitalize on only one. Also, they
The Scots played down a level
had 20 penalty corners and were against Case Western Reserve Uniunable to score even once. Rochesversity in a 1 loss on Tuesday.
ter had a total of 17 shots on goal, The Scots played hard but were not
including 13 penally comers. The in the game mentally. Wooster
performance of the goalies was imdominated the game but ended up
pressive, with Susannah Sprang 97 losing on a few key mistakes,
making 17 saves for Wooster and
Senior Bob Leonard opened up
Jennifer Franzen 22 saves for Rochthe game's scoring with 24:38 left
ester. Wednesday night, the Lady in the first half, Eric Zaugg S6.
This who has shown great improvement
Scots crushed Oberhn
for in the last two games, crossed the
record
Wooster's
evens
lesuu
ObioWesleyan ball to Leonard who beaded it into
the season at
comes to Wooster to face the Lcdy
the far post beating the CWRU
Scots on Saturday at 11 am.
keeper.
CWRU tied the game after a con--

KUNAL SINGH

1- -1

Fart stick, aggressive play, and
tough opponents characterize the
Lady Scots field hockey season to
this point. On September 9. the
Scots faced Sewanee in a tough
match which ended in a draw. Jaime
DiFabrizio 93 scored the only
Wooster goal. Then on September
12, the women battled NCAC rival
Dcnison losing three to zero. Two
days later, the Lady Scots came oat
roaring, defeating Kenyon S to 3.
. Katie Ewig 96 picked op the bat
trick scoring three goals against a
tough NCAC rival while Megan
McLaughlin "98 nabbed two goals.
DiFabrizio stated ""We all just played
together as a team and it came out
positive in the end." Shanna Jalali
"98 added, "I really like the team
dynamics on the field. We really
work well together. Our attack on
goal was really good against
Kenyon."
Last Saturday, the team had to

1--

2--
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troversial non-ca- ll
set up the goal
With approximately 14:00 left to
play in the first half, there was a
scrum ixhfront of the Wooster net.
Wooster goalkeeper John Retzloff
96 tried K) gain possession of the
ban and ended up being fouled but
there was nocaH. AsRetzloffrushed
for the ball, be fouled a CWRU
player in the penalty box resulting
in a CWRU penalty kick. CWRlTs
Adam Deeb took the penalty kick
and scored to tie the game
Despite Wooster's dominance,
1--

1.

neither team could score during

tego-lati- on

so the game went into overtime. The deadlock was broken
after a defensive error resulted in
the Scots scoring on themselves with
1035 left in the first overtime period. Adam Catteau 98 misplayed
a ban past Retzloff to register the
goaL
CWRU
defeated
Scots
themselves in
The
their match against CWRU. They
game-winni- ng

dominated the game once again but
could not come up won the win due
to a few key mistakes and the inabil-it-y
to score more goals. TheWooster
defense limited CWRU to 3 shots
on net. The game became quite
aggressive resulting in 37 fouls between the two teams.
Wooster travel K Ashland University tomorrow. Ashland has been
playing well as of late, so this will be
an important match. Wooster win
be playing without Bob Leonard,
one of the team's most solid
players, after lie received a
redcard ejection in the match against
CWRU. NCAA rules mandate that
players receiving red cards must sit
out the next game. Hopefully, the
team effort that brought them the
win overBednny win shine through
in their matches against Ashland
tomorrow and at home versus Allegheny on Wednesday.
all-arou- nd

Stats Provided by News Services

8-- 0.

3-2- -2.

r

EXBTOttS

1
Laura Fernbach '9 pursues a Walsh player in Tuesday's game

CIRCLE YOUR CHOICES
Mississippi at Florida
Notre Dame at Ohio State
Colorado at Oklahoma
Alabama at Georgia
Wisconsin at Perm State
Washington St at Nebraska
Oklahoma St. at Tennessee
Texas at SMU
California at Arizona
Arizona Sl at USC

Win Some, Lose Some

Miami at Cincinnati
Philadelphia at New Orleans

Tough week for Lady Scots Soccer

Dallas at Washington
Saint Louis at Indianapolis
Kansas Qty at Arizona
Jacksonville at Houston
Denver at Seattle
San Diego at Pittsburgh
New York Giants at San Francisco
Buffalo at Cleveland

ERICA FRIEDMAN

close, frustrating

Wittenberg and ending in a 0 victory against Walsh. Melia Arnold
96 evaluated Saturday's close loss
at Wittenberg, concluding that the
opposition was simply more intense
throughout the game. The Scots
3--

-

sive opportunities and at the tame
time, Wittenberg did not take advantage of several clear-cscoring
possibilities.
The first ten minutes cTuesdays
game against Walsh were a whirlwind, stintd up by the Lady Scots.
Within the third mhintr.. Arnold
scored, giving the Scots a 0 lead.
Minutes later, Arnold crossed the
ben toward Annie Gillespie
to middle. The Walsh
sweeper attempted to clear the ban.
but instead kkdxd it into her own
ut

.

Dcnison:
NAME:

loss to

0-- 1

BOX:
EXTENSION:

1--

98po-sitiooed- m

Please place entries in the Voice drop box by 12 noon. Sat Sept. 30.

J--

goaL creating an unexpected 0
lead for Wooster. The game slowly
decelerated offensively until the last
part of the second half when Megan
Mueller 99 scored the third Scot
goaL The defensive team worked
diligently to maintain the shutout
2--

The Lady Scots had a turbulent
week once again, beginning with a

TIEBREAKER: Predict the score of the following game.
Wfwgti-r-

-

game.
The coming week win be a particularly challenging one for the
Lady Scots. AU three teams,
Kalsmazoo, Dcnison and Kenyon
have been tough competitors in the
pasL
The Lady Scots face
Kahwnaroo on September 24, at
borne (4 p.m.). According to senior
Melia Arnold, this game is crucial
for the team's ranking. On September 28, also at home (4 pan.), the
Scots wffl meet their rival, Dcnison.
This game should be particularly
intense as Denison was die Scots
only loss in the NCAC last year.
Finally, the Lady Scots wfll end the
week by playing Kenyon, which is
stronger this year.
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Don't Worry Jlenny

Football

Men's cross country looks to Invite after disappointing GLCA meet

Continued from page 12

DAVE WAD KENJ 90BST

Aiawffl be one of die largest fields
to ran the Wooster Invitational.
There win be 15 teams competing
on Saturday, including ML Union,
Otterbem. arid Oberihu ML Union
and Ooerbein are'both nationally
ranked teams, and Oberlin was
tanked second in the NCAC in preseason voting. Other teams competing wffl be Wittenberg. Baldwin
Wallace, Capital. Case Western.

I ast Samrday's Great Lakes Col-leAssociation meet at Kenyan
turned out to be a disappointing
showing Cor Wooster men's cross
country. The Scots placed 8thout of
10 teams, defeating Kenyan and
Ohio Wesleyan. Coach Rice was
"disappointed with overall team
performance.' However, be felt that
freshmen Brendan. McCabe and
Allyn Peterson mrm solid races fijr
this point in the seasbnJj Since the
team is so young. Coach Rice feels
tharThe team win probably have
ops and downs this season, but as
the season progresses the team
should become more consistent.'
Rice is stm confident that the
team is capable of qualifying for the
Regional Championship meet.
Is Saturday's 8000 meter (Smik)
race, Willie Drexkr 97 finished
first for the Scots (22nd place.
followed by Josh Baird "98
(29th, 28:14). AHyn Peterson 99
(4821,29: 14), Brendan McCabe 99

ge

.

Commu-niryCoIkge,Muskmg-

RSSorreBui

Women's CC's secondplace finish at
GLCAs sets stagefor Invite

JULIE HECK
Tomorrow's

from Baldwin Wallace and Grove
City wfll challenge for the top
positions. Rice believes that the
women's race wfll be one of the
closest ever run at Wooster, with
possibly justafew points separating the top teams. The COW
women win race for a victory on
their home course after their
strong, second place showing at
the nine team GLCA meet last
Saturday at Kenyan. The team
placed three runners in the top
tea, including another victory by
Emfly Gorka 99 and a 9th place
finish by Michelle Poole 97.
Both the men's and women's
teams have been gearing up for
the Wooster Invite, looking toput
on a good showing before their
home crowd. If everything goes
according to Coach Rice's plans,
it win be a great day for racing.

Wooster-Cros-s

Country Invitational promises to
be an exciting event for spectators and competitors alike, The

gun goes off for the women's 5K
race at 11 a nr. followed by the
men's 8K race at 11:45. Both
races start and finish on the practice soccer fiekl behind Wagner.
According to head coach and
meet organizer Dennis Rice, the
Wooster lactational is Ohio's
first big division III meet this season. The com petition is touch
and so is the course. Winding
through the huTy LC Boles Golf
Coarse, it proves to be one of the
most challenging cross country
courses in Ohio.
Among the fifteen women's
teams entered, Wooster, Oberlin,
and the nationally ranked teams

28.-04-X

(51sL294XTony Kaoke

Columbus State, Denison, Grove
City, Hiram, Cuyahoga
arid Ohio
Wesleyan. TheHghnng Scots' team
goal is to finish in the top five. In
order to accomplish this they wfll
need to put forth a total team effort." said Coach RJce. After the
Wooster Invkaoonal, dieScots' next
meet is at Denison College, on September 30.

(57th,

29:40). Karl Roofflard
(63rd,
2955). Jason Findley 97 (83rd,
3 12XDave Walkffnhom 99 (84th.
3124). and Aaron Vdth 99 (90th,
32:49). :- Saturday
This
marks one of the
best early season meets in Ohioc the
Wooster Invitational. The men's
race win start at 11:45, preceded by
the women's race at 11.-0The
8000 meter (5 mile) race win start
and finish behind Wagner, with most
of the race being ran on L.C Boles
golf coarse. The course wfll be
greatfor spectators, especially since
;

0.

Volleyball Excites
-

continued from page 12

WoMMr

2
and
DePaaw 5,
On Tuesday, the team
fintf
Behrerid3-0- l The Lady Scots dominated winning 2, 15--6. and 15--5.
The volleyball team is at home
toiiorrow for three matches against
Grove City,' Defiance, and Notre
Dame.
4-1-

15-1-

as they posted an impressive but
15-- 5
0,
hard fought
match.
Despite the fact that they did not
the Sent had
feadi the
Doming to hang their head abouL
They showed signs of brilliance
during both days. The.future still
looks bright:.- - The team is very
worm and there are still six weeks
- in the recnlar season necedins the
NCACToumamenL
,.
As for the GCLA ToprnamenL
the emLftnalx mod finals nmved la
be exciting without the fan favorites
playing. Iefauwdef eated Hope
from Pool ,
Kalamazoo upended Denison, in
2
and45- three games
15-1-

acmi-fiml- s-

.

n--

Ble,.

11-1- 5.

IVi

Ul 111

15-1-

V. W

HfTWKMII

as exciting asv

l5-4ia- nd

the-.sem-

is

US'

with

acteristically sluggish game to beat

07

raa (Gku kick). 4:33
4 raa (Glass kickX
lOpass bom Hover (kick

OWU-Hovc- rl

15-1-

OWU-Caadi-

do

OWU-Hokac-

a

Mocked). 13:29

A-17-

IM SPORTS REPORT

theresuhmgpunL The Battling

Bish-

ops picked up the ball and quickly
scoredin five plays. OhioWeskyan
added one more touchdown later in
the fourth quarter to finish the scoring at 34-- 7 and sealing their victory.
The Fighting Scot's defense was
tremendous holding Ohio Wesleyan
to 48 yards passing. Key plays by
Slaughter, Lake, and Jason Legg '98
all aided the defense in playing a
superb game. Greg Lare 97 had a
tremendoiis game recording 19 tackles. The offense was plagued with
turnovers and sacks during crucial
drives. Smucker went
for 71
yards wim2iniercerxions while Judd
went 6--9 for51 yards and 1 interception. Elser led the team in rushing
with 50 yards on 1 1 carries.
Coach Jim Barnes stated that the
second half was some of the best
football the that Scots' have played
in this short 1995 season. "We're

Scores
FtbrntHO-Z- )

OH. Wesleyan 34, Wooster7

Aen's 5accr (4--

3)

Wooster 1, Bethany 0
Case Reserve 2, Wooster

1

(OT)

6-1- 6

discovering how the offense can
workwe're seeing some potential.
Wedid sustain some good offense in
the second half," said Barnes. He
elaborated on the (act ttutf other teams
have capitalised on Wooster turnovers and that needs to be eliminated,, With regards to Smacker.
Barnes added. "Jim Smnrarr, is a
very fine athlete. Unfortunately,
there has been some development
on Saturdays that has made us reevaluate his position. We talked
aboutacouple of different scenarios.
What we feel is for the best of our
team in the 1995 season... we're going to be starting Rich Judd on Saturday. Jim Smucker will start for
us st wide receiver. 111 tell you, he's
had some outstanding catches
herejust in practice this week."
The Scots will be facing Oberlin
which is the only team that Wooster
The game
defeated in 1994 (24-0- ).
WCWS
90.9
wfll be broadcast on
starting at 1:15 pjn kickoff is at
1:30

Women's Soccer

(5-2--

1)

Wittenberg 1, Wooster 0
Wooster 3. Walsh 0

Volleyball

(7--9)

GLCA Tournament:
Wooster d. Oberlin 0
Wooster d. Albion 0
Denison d. Wooster 0
2--

2--

2--

DePauw d. Wooster

2-- 0

d.Bchrand3-- 0

Wi

FUUHocUy

Q-2--

2)

Wooster 1, Rochester
Wooster 8, Oberlin 0

1

Cress Country
GLCA Meet
Women 2nd oat of 9
Men 8th oat of 10 teams

oomtaVed by VOICE STAFF
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Sacked-Yard-

Betas def. Mobsters in the Net

9

50

Km

Bofdeirtggeri:

"

later, the defense held, but fumbled

4 roa (Qass kick). 5:51
5 im (QaarkickX 11:24

j:
i

Hogs def. No Holdm Back

Last Week's

31 pass from Amstatx (Marty

Woo-&- d

OWU-Hota- es

KappaChi def. Thugs '

r

11

kick), 1331
OWU-Wool-nd

Andrews, def Gargoyles

1434

0
7
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Wooster Demolished, Defense Solid, Quarterback Sacked
Jim Smucker replaced by Rich Juddfollowingfootball team's 34--7 loss to Ohio Wesleyan
LUKE ZANNONI
their own 20.
a

Football a contact sport, and
sometimes you get hurt. Last weekend, the Fighting Scots' football
team got hart due to its stagnant
offense, 7 sacks, and 6 turnovers
leading to a 34-- 7 loss at the hands of
OhioWesleyan As a result, starting
quarterback Jim Smucker 96 win
move to the wide receiver position
to allow Rich J udd '99 a chance to
start against Oberiin. The defense
turned ma solid performance in one
of the bright spots of the game.
In the first quarter, the offense
could not get going in its first two
possessions resulting in three downs
and out. The defense was able to
hold the Battling Bishops in their
first offensive series, but started to
Caller in the second allowing a first
down and later a fifteen yard gain on
a third and eighteen play. After an
inspirational cheer from the band,
the Scots held their own on fourth
and three to repel Ohio Wesleyan's
first serious drive. However, once
again the offense could not capitalize and after three ptxvs, the Scots
were forced lo punt. At that point
the Battling Bishops could no longer
be denied. With 236 to go in the
first quarter, Ohio Weskyan began

On the Level?
JOE ALLEN

drive fran
Seven
minutes, sateen plays (one of which
was a pickup of 20 yards on third
and 18) and 80 yards later, the Battling Bisbop'sJ3aa Hover scored on
a 1 yard run. An extra point by Glass
gave Ohio Wesleyan a 7--0 lead.
Later in the second quarter, Ohio
Wesleyan added two scores. The

first came off a turnover as
Smuckers pass was intercepted by
OWUs Fitzpatrick on Wooster's
own 25. Five plays later. Dom
Candido ran in from 4 yards out and
with an extra point the Scots were
On the kickoff. Jeff
down 14-Elser 99 fumbled the ball, but Ohio
Wesleyan was held in check by tremendous Wooster defense, especially in the secondary, lo prevent a
touchdown. OWU then failed lo
convert a field goaL Later, after
receiving the ball on loss of downs,
the Battling Bishops scored on a 10
yard pass from Hover to Rich
Holmes for the touchdown. The
extra point was blocked and the
pass into the endzone picked
off lo bring the score to 20--0. After
receiving the kickoff and benefitting
from a personal foul can, the Scots
found themselves at their own 48
yard line. The Scots then drove to
the 16 yard line before a huge sack
re-snlt-ing

Wooster didjust that and dominated
the entire game by controlling the
midfield and the tempo. Wooster's
defense held true and totally shut
er
out Bethany's offense. Senior
John Retzloff had another
impressive match which included a
phenomenal save on a Bethany
breakaway early in the first half.
The lone Wooster goal was scored
by Brian Hansen '98 who has scored
two times in as many games. The
scoring opportunity was set up by
Ryan Catteau 98 who, after some
impressive footwork near the
endline, crossed the ball across the
box. As a defender and the Bethany
goalkeeper came out. Hansen went
roal-keep-

The Men's soccer team played at
two different levels this week resulting in the splitting of its two
matches to bring their record to
After a huge 0 victory over last
4-- 3.

1--

year's Division III champion
Bethany College on Saturday, the
Scots mentally bumbled and lost to
Case Western Reserve University
1 in overtime on Tuesday.
Saturday's game against Bethany
College was Wooster's first real test.
The Scots knew that they bad to
raise their level of play in order to
2--

M

0.

beat the defending champions.

see SOCCER, page 10

photo by EJUC BAJULEN

Tm Smocker 96 b wrapped up by Onto Westeran player
killed the drive. Brent Marty attempted a 37 yard field goaL but it
was wide left leaving the Scots score

less in the first half.
The beginning of the second half
saw the Scots' defense shine as Bjorn
Lakeland Mike Noble 98 turned

in big defensive stops on third and
one and fourth and oncespecti very.
The Fighting Scots offense looked
to build on this momentum, but a
sack and an interception after reaching the Ohio Wesleyan 26 yard line
killed the drive. The offense got the
oa0 back after the defease held, but
Smucker was wrapped up, stripped.

and the defense came back out on
the field. Once again the Wooster
defense rose to the occasion and Sly
Slaughter 97 intercepted Hover.
Jodd came on to replace Smucker
and led the Scots down the field. On
first down on the Ohio Wesleyan 32
yard line. Judd handed off to Scott
Amstutz 96 who threw to Brandon
Good 22 in the right corner of the
endzroe. Marty came on to pick-u- p
the extra point to give Wooster their
first points of the 1995 season after
6 scoreless quarters. The momentum seemed to be turning as the
i

see FOOTBALL, page 11

GCLA Tourney a Success for Lady Scots Volleyball
JAMES KOLLER

of the year, drubbing Oberiin 15--0,
15-Carrie Zuro '97 led the way

seven digs, and five blocks. The
2.
Lady Scots won 15--4,
Family and friends packed the with ten kills, one assist and three
Day two did not treat Wooster as
Timken Gymnasium to watch the digsAtonepomtwimPaigeStaoton
wen as the first one did. The Scots
Lady Scots voUeyban team this past
98, the Scots seemed unbeatable lost twice and narrowly missed the
s.
weekend. The Scots competed winning over half the game without
Denison's mixture of
against four other teams in a two dropping a point. Sarah Robertson power and finesse kept the Scots
pool round robin tournament. The
96 played a solid
game normally active front on the defenLady Scots were in Pool A along with ten assists and four digs. The sive. Despite Jenny Schroeder's
with Albion, Denison, DePauw and second match was only slightly
99 ten digs. Denison came out on
Oberiin; Pool B consisted of closer when Albion fen prey to the top 15-- 15-- It was DePauw who
Earl ham. Hope. Kalamazoo. Lady Scots smooth passing and washed away any hopes Wooster
Kenyon and Ohio Wesleyan. The kffling. Manama Whyte97 stepped
hadcfachainptonshipmamustwin
top two teams from each of the two up her game with assists to go with game. DePauw's muscle up front
pools advanced to the semi-finaRobertson's twenty-twZuro and was just too much fortheLady Scots.
The Lady Scots started out with Heather Dales 98 formed a waU up
their most impressive performance
front, combining for fifteen kills.
see VOLLEYBALL, page 11
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